Relativistic Effects at higher energies:
What is necessary? 3N and 4N systems: • standard treatment based on pw projected momentum space successful (3N scattering up to ≈250 MeV) but rather tedious
• 2N: j max =5, 3N: J max =25/2 → 200 `channels'
• Computational maximum today:
• 2N: j max =7, 3N: J max =31/2 
3-Body Transition Amplitude (NR)
Poincarė-Jacobi Coordinates:
•All expressions related to permutations much more complicated Kinematic Relativistic Effects:
• Lorentz transformation Lab → c.m. frame (3-body)
• Phase space factors in cross sections
• Poincarė-Jacobi momenta
• Permutations
Quantum Mechanics 
Hard to compute !
Attempt via spectral expansion in Kamada, Glöckle, Golak, Elster, PRC66 044010 (2002) .
Comment: works -BUT not well enough
New Suggestions Kamada-Glöckle nucl-th/0703010: Solve for V numerically via iteration ---not tested in 3N calculation
Instead:
• Obtain fully off-shell matrix elements T 1 (k,k',W) from half shell transition matrix elements by • Solving a 1 st resolvent type equation 
Kamada-Glöckle (KG)
• Unitary rescaling of momentum variables to change the nonrelativistic kinetic energy into the relativisitic kinetic energy:
• Relativistic and nonrelativistic phase shifts are functions of invariant energy E • Relativistic and nonrelativistic bound states have identical binding energy. 
